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Giroud keeps Chelsea dream alive 
Chelsea 1 Giroud 32 Liverpool 0 Referee A Taylor Attendance 41,314 
One step beyond them? Ruling Chelsea out of qualifying for the Champions 
League would be madness on this form. They defended intelligently, 
stifling Liverpool's vaunted attack, and taking the decisive chance clinically 
through Olivier Giroud. If only Chelsea had played like this more often this season. 
Eden Hazard, too mercurial this year, was fabulous at Stamford Bridge yesterday, 
dribbling past Roberto Firmino, Nathaniel Clyne and Georginio Wijnaldum at one 
point, withstanding a clattering from James Milner, and receiving precious little 
protection from Anthony Taylor. Hazard even had his shirt redesigned from a 
crew neck to a V neck during another Liverpool attempt to keep him at arm's 
length. The 3-5-2 system that Antonio Conte tends to favour against the leading 
sides gave Hazard even more of a platform with three in midfield. N'Golo Kanté 
was his usual mixture of dynamism and diligence, putting in one majestic, 
pickpocketing of Sadio Mané. Cesc Fàbregas was typically creative but the real 
revelation was the performance of Tiémoué Bakayoko. The Frenchman has 
endured a difficult first season at Chelsea but finally produced some of the vibrant 
form that brought him so many glowing headlines with Monaco, and his £40 
million move to England. His switched pass during the build-up to Giroud's goal 
was a gem. Behind him, Antonio Rüdiger was outstanding as the left-sided of 
Conte's three centre backs, blotting out Mohamed Salah, going touchtight at 
times, and even resorting to body-checking the footballer of the year. Salah had a 
poor game by his elevated standards and was rightly booked for diving when Gary 
Cahill came close by. 
The challenge of finishing in the top four still remains considerable and those two 
dropped points at home to West Ham United on April 8 could prove particularly 
expensive in the end. But fifth-placed Chelsea have given themselves a chance, 
although they really need to extend a four-game winning run in the league against 
Huddersfield Town at Stamford Bridge on Wednesday. They then travel to 
Newcastle United where Rafa Benítez will certainly have his players well 
organised and well motivated against his old team, whose fans still denigrate his 
name. Liverpool, in third place, have a week to prepare to face Brighton & Hove 
Albion and know that victory will guarantee their place in next season's 
Champions League (given their superior goal difference to Chelsea). 
Chelsea will hope either for Brighton to do them a favour or for Tottenham 
Hotspur to drop points against Newcastle and Leicester City at Wembley. So 
Chelsea can dare to dream, especially if they repeat displays like this. 
Even during what is widely perceived as the tail-end of the Conte era, many fans 
still sing his name passionately and Chelsea could also finish with the FA Cup and 
a topfour spot. They certainly lived up to the roar of the famous LA ring-master 
Michael Buffer who read the teams out and then launched into his trademark 
"let's get ready " before adding "for football". It seemed peak Premier League to 
have an American announcer brought in by a betting company to read out the 
names of cosmopolitan English football teams as he stood undaunted under the 
sprinklers, making the pitch even more glorious for football. 
Giroud certainly looked ready to rumble, enjoying his battle with Dejan Lovren 
and Virgil van Dijk, before tiring in the second half. When Buffer finished his 
extended battle cry, there was a minute's applause for Roy Bentley, the late 
Chelsea captain, while the home fans had put up a banner saluting Ray Wilkins 
based on Frank Lampard's words, "They Don't Make Them Like Ray Anymore". 
Chelsea clearly had a game plan to thwart Liverpool, defending deep, happy to let 
Jürgen Klopp's side build towards the final third before snapping into tackles. 
Conte's system worked, killing the area that Salah, Firmino and Mané do such 
prolific work in. Mané had a couple of early chances but Thibaut Courtois was 
otherwise rarely tested. Chelsea responded in style after 32 minutes. Marcos 
Alonso began the move on the left, slipping the ball inside to Bakayoko before 
stealing into the box to distract Liverpool's defenders. 
To widespread home applause, Bakayoko turned away from Firmino and swept 
the ball right to Victor Moses. The wing back immediately ran at Andrew 
Robertson, looking to go on the outside before checking inside and crossing with 
his left foot. The ball cleared Van Dijk, and Giroud was too quick and strong for 
Lovren, flicking his header past Loris Karius. This was Giroud's fifth goal in six 
starts against Liverpool, and will have had Arsenal fans scratching their heads 
even more as to why he was let go. Giroud continued running, turning in an arc 
and heading towards the technical area, heading a couple of rows back to 
embrace David Luiz. Chelsea fans loved it, especially as Liverpool struggled to 
respond. Klopp turned away unimpressed when Salah was then cautioned. 
Liverpool's manager, seeing Chelsea's increasing control and his team fading after 
their Roma exertions, made his first move after 58 minutes, withdrawing Clyne, 
dropping Trent Alexander-Arnold to right back and sending on Jordan Henderson. 
Klopp then sent on Dominic Solanke, the former Chelsea striker who received a 
smattering of boos, for Robertson with Milner going to left back. Chelsea almost 
scored one of the goals of the season when Moses's cross was met on the volley, 
à la Marco van Basten, by Alonso except it flew just wide. 
There was one final moment of concern for Chelsea when Mané crossed from the 
left and Solanke rose but directed his header just wide, under pressure from 
Rüdiger. It may yet prove beyond them, but Chelsea still have a glimmer of hope 
of making the Champions League. 
 

RATINGS 
Chelsea (3-5-1-1): T Courtois 7 — C Azpilicueta 7, G Cahill 7 , A Rüdiger 7 — V 
Moses 8 (sub: D Zappacosta 88min), C Fàbregas 6 (sub: Pedro 90+2), N Kanté 7, T 
Bakayoko 6, M Alonso 7 — E Hazard 7 (sub: Willian 85) — O Giroud 7. 
Substitutes not used W Caballero, R Barkley, A Christensen, Emerson. Booked 
Alonso, Moses, Courtois. 
Liverpool (4-3-3): L Karius 6 — N Clyne 5 (sub: J Henderson 58 6), V van Dijk 6, D 
Lovren 6, A Robertson 6 (sub: D Solanke 74) — T Alexander-Arnold 6, J Milner 6 
(sub: A Moreno 88), G Wijnaldum 5 — M Salah 5, R Firmino 5, S Mané 6. 
Substitutes not used S Mignolet, R Klavan, D Ings, B Woodburn. 
Booked Salah, Clyne. 

 
Chelsea breathe life into their top-four hopes with win over Liverpool 
There have been plenty of occasions this season when Chelsea have appeared 
broken beyond repair. Their title defence fizzled out early but points had been 
frittered away before the onset of spring as the campaign degenerated into an 
apparently hopeless pursuit of Champions League qualification. But in the final 
week they have given themselves a chance and are on the top four’s shoulder 
once again. 
By defeating third-placed Liverpool here courtesy of Olivier Giroud’s first-half 
goal, a header guided into the corner as the visitors switched off for Victor 
Moses’s cross, their chase is prolonged. All Antonio Conte and his players can do 
is ensure Huddersfield and Newcastle are beaten in the last five days and then 
pray , somehow, Tottenham Hotspur or the Champions League finalists slip up in 
their own appealing home fixtures. 
Success remains a long shot but, as Conte admitted, Chelsea would have 
considered such a target “impossible” only a month ago. Four wins on the trot 
have fired hope. 
The late rally is tinged with regret. Those horribly damaging defeats to 
Bournemouth and Watford spring to mind when reflecting on a turbulent season, 
but so might the flurry of draws at the turn of the year or, even, the wasteful 1-1 
draw with West Ham only a month ago. When they lost at home to Spurs at the 
beginning of April, the chasm to fourth had gaped at eight points. “Now we are 
getting three points in every game and our opponents are dropping points,” 
Conte said. “Our future is not in our hands but we have to try to put pressure on 
the teams ahead of us.” 
Giroud’s goal, cushioned into the corner as he leapt between Virgil van Dijk and 
Dejan Lovren, and some feverish defending, secured this latest win. Thibaut 
Courtois was authoritative and imposing. Gary Cahill, rejuvenated over recent 
weeks, relished the scrap of it all with César Azpilicueta and the excellent Antonio 
Rüdiger flinging themselves into blocks and challenges at his side. 
Rüdiger had played with Mohamed Salah at Roma and was instrumental in 
blunting the footballer of the year. The Egyptian’s frustration saw him booked for 
a dive over Cahill’s first-half tackle. For once, he actually seemed rattled. 
Sadio Mané, in particular, and the substitute Dominic Solanke still threatened to 
restore parity, but Chelsea would not be breached. Their former academy player 
twice nodded over the bar near the end, straining but failing to keep his headers 
down. His time will come. “He’s a hard-working boy,” said Jürgen Klopp, who had 
clearly sensed the potential theatre of flinging the 20-year-old into the fray 
against his former club. “He will be fine in the future.” 
Klopp will be irritated his team’s final domestic game, against Brighton, may no 
longer be irrelevant given he would have preferred to rest personnel before the 
European Cup final in Kiev. Liverpool had required a result on the final day of last 
season, in a home game against relegated Middlesbrough, to qualify and may 
now have to repeat that trick. 
“That’s my life, always going to the last day,” Klopp said. “But I saw Brighton 
against Manchester United on Friday and they don’t look like an easy game. They 
were really good that day. But it’s football. If you want guarantees, do something 
different. The boys have shown me they will try and try and try.” 
His players certainly did not seem spent after their exertions in Rome in midweek 
and monopolised the ball for long periods, though they ran aground too often on 
the clutter in Chelsea’s penalty area. It only took them being marginally off their 
effervescent best to offer the home side their chance. 
Even Tiémoué Bakayoko, much maligned over his first season in this country, 
seemed to revel in the rearguard action, with the hosts’ counterattacks always 
carrying a considerable threat of their own. Eden Hazard, his shirt ripped and 
replaced, led the charge and was irrepressible until replaced by Willian late on. 
Giroud, so impressive since arriving from Arsenal in January, offered a focal point 
to exploit. No one can match the 29 headed goals he has scored since arriving in 
London from Montpellier almost six years ago. He has given his team hope once 
more. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/chelsea
https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
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Olivier Giroud header boosts Antonio Conte's hopes of finishing in the 
top four as visitors draw a blank at Stamford Bridge 
This is not a result that should surprise anybody. On a stifling early summer's day, 
victory went to the team that had not been to Rome and back for a madcap 
Champions League semi-final in midweek. 
While Liverpool thrilled us in the Stadio Olimpico, Chelsea were at home 
preparing for a game they had to win to prolong their season in the Premier 
League. Frankly, it showed. Liverpool ran diligently at Stamford Bridge and 
enjoyed more possession. But football is a game that is also played with the mind 
as well as the feet and it was here that Liverpool were found wanting. 
For once Jurgen Klopp's players lacked imagination and craft and when the final 
whistle blew Liverpool had played for the final hour and created only one chance, 
an injury time header over the bar by substitute Dominic Solanke. 
So what this will mean remains to be seen. 
This result — and Tottenham's defeat at West Brom on Saturday — keeps Chelsea 
in the hunt for a top four place. Actually, it puts them back in to it. For so long, 
Antonio Conte and his players seemed out of the picture. 
For Liverpool, it will bring a certain discomfort. The Champions League finalists 
should have been assured of a place in next season's edition some time ago. But a 
run of only two league wins in eight league games means they may head to next 
Sunday's home game with Brighton needing a win to be sure. 
To a degree, it is Liverpool's own fault. They threw away a two-goal lead at West 
Brom not long ago and then failed to beat Stoke City at home. Mitigating 
circumstances revolve around their involvement in the Champions League. 
Ties against Manchester City and then Roma were uplifting but they have taken a 
great deal from Klopp's players at a time when Liverpool have started to suffer a 
little with injuries. All teams hit peaks and troughs during a season. In the league, 
Liverpool's standards have fallen and Klopp must hope he can find one final 
performance in his team this weekend but also that a two-week break will then 
rejuvenate them ahead of their Kiev appointment with Real Madrid. 
Liverpool were not terrible here. They were just not as good as they needed to be. 
Conte asked his Chelsea players to defend deeply and trouble Liverpool on the 
break. It was a sensible plan and it worked. Despite the fact that Liverpool spent 
many minutes with the ball, Chelsea created as many — if not more — real 
chances. The winning goal came just after half an hour, moments after Sadio 
Mane had twice threatened at the other end for Liverpool. At that stage the 
visitors were looking the more likely but goals can change much in a football 
game and, once they were ahead, Chelsea sat on their lead diligently and capably. 
Two weeks earlier, Conte gave Olivier Giroud his chance in the FA Cup semi-final 
and was repaid with a key goal. The same thing happened here. 
The Frenchman is not to everybody's liking and doesn't always look of the 
required standard for a really top club. But here he reacted better than Dejan 
Lovren to Victor Moses' deflected cross from the right and climbed above the 
Liverpool defender to glance the ball across goal and in to the top corner from 
about seven yards. 
Lovren is not always the best in their air. For a big, powerful athlete he can be 
bullied. On this occasion, he seemed slow to get off the ground but it could be 
that the deflection on the cross wrong-footed him decisively. Whatever the case, 
it proved the pivotal duel of the whole game and Lovren lost it.  
Liverpool still had an hour to save this game. They only needed one goal to take 
what they needed and they usually always score. 
But almost immediately this felt different, it felt harder and a little laboured. Soon 
after the goal Mo Salah competed for possession on the edge of the Chelsea 
penalty area but dived. He was booked and it was the right call. 
This was not a good day for the Egyptian on his return to Chelsea. He ran his legs 
off as did centre forward Roberto Firmino. But only Mane of Liverpool's attacking 
players really carried a persistent threat and it was a surprise that Klopp gave 
Solanke only fifteen minutes off the bench towards the end. 
On the break, Chelsea were dangerous and Eden Hazard was the game's best 
player. Twice either side of half-time he reached the byline but could not find a 
cross to pick out a team-mate. There was also a stunning far-post volley from 
Marcos Alonso that we would have talked about for years had it flashed two or 
three inches closer to goal. It really was the purest strike you would wish to see. 
Late on Liverpool pushed hard but could not prevail. Currently, they are not the 
same team at home as they are in Europe and they now have seven days to 
change that.  
MATCH FACTS, RATINGS, TABLE AND MATCH ZONE 
Chelsea: Courtois 6.5; Azpilicueta 7, Cahill 7, Rudiger 7; Moses 7 (Zappacosta 89) 
Kante 7.5, Bakayoko 6.5, Alonso 6.5; Fabregas 7 (Pedro 90), Hazard 8.5 (Willian, 
85); Giroud 7.5 Subs not used: Caballero, Barkley, Christensen, Emerson 
Booked: Moses, Alonso Manager: Antonio Conte 7 
Liverpool: Karius 6; Clyne 5.5 (Henderson 59, 6) Van Dijk 6, Lovren 5.5, Robertson 
5.5 (Solanke 74, 5.5); Milner 6 (Moreno 89), Wijnaldum 6, Alexander-Arnold 6; 
Salah 5.5, Firmino 6, Mane 6.5 Subs not used: Mignolet, Klavan, Ings, Woodburn 
Booked: Salah, Clyne Manager: Jurgen Klopp 6 
Referee: Anthony Taylor 6 
MOTD: Hazard 8.5 
Attendance: 41, 314  

 

 
Giroud keeps top-four hopes alive as Liverpool labour 
Chelsea 1 Giroud 32 Liverpool 0 Att: 41,314 
Chelsea found a way to stop Mohamed Salah - smother him both on and off the 
pitch. His former Roma team-mate Antonio Rudiger was all hugs before kick-off, 
and then did not give the Liverpool forward an inch of space in 90 minutes as 
Chelsea gained the precious win that suddenly gives them an unlikely chance of 
qualifying for the Champions League. 
Liverpool are in the final of the competition, of course, having overcome Roma in 
that epic semifinal last week, and would have secured their participation next 
season had they avoided defeat here. Hopefully they will beat Real Madrid in the 
final on May 26 in Kiev, but they will probably have to win at home to Brighton on 
Sunday to make sure they are in the Champions League. 
Chelsea remain the outsiders for third or fourth place, with Tottenham Hotspur 
also in that fight. But, as Antonio Conte, the head coach, said, "we are still alive" 
and this could go down to the wire. It might even be decided on goal difference, 
and that is also against Chelsea, but they have a slither of hope when a month ago 
there was none. They are fighting again after their incredible post-Christmas 
slump. A Champions League place would make Chelsea a far more attractive 
proposition for whoever succeeds Conte, with the Italian still expected to leave 
Stamford Bridge at the end of this campaign, even if he also wins the FA Cup. It 
would, however, help him leave with his head held high. 
Liverpool's physical and emotional exertions in overcoming Roma, and the fierce 
heat on this occasion, were undoubtedly factors, as was the shallowness of the 
bench that Jurgen Klopp was able to call upon. Through injuries, the midfield is 
looking threadbare and this proved a difficult afternoon for his fullbacks - 
Nathaniel Clyne and Andrew Robertson - who were both substituted. Maybe 
Robertson was spent from his effort in Italy, because he looked particularly tired. 
Even so, Liverpool claimed 68 per cent of possession and, at times, were camped 
deep in the Chelsea half, although that also felt like a deliberate tactic from 
Conte, who set up his team to drop deep, deny their opponents space and defend 
with aggressive discipline - which was the way Rudiger handled, quite literally at 
times, Salah. It was the first time, in fact, that Liverpool had failed to score in 
back-to-back league games under Klopp and their cause was not helped by a 
yellow card for Salah for diving, as he threw himself to the turf expecting a 
challenge from Gary Cahill. It was Salah's first booking of the season and it 
seemed to blunt him, fearful he might be booked again if he reacted to Rudiger's 
attentions. The frustration for Liverpool was increased by the nature of Chelsea's 
goal, which Klopp later lamented came from nothing more than a routine cross, 
although that was a little harsh on Tiemoue Bakayoko, who had brilliantly 
switched play with a precise cross-field pass to Victor Moses, out wide on the 
right. The wing-back cut inside, with his cross clipping off Sadio Mane. Even 
so Liverpool - and, again, the finger was pointed at Dejan Lovren - should have 
dealt with it, but instead Olivier Giroud rose to cleverly guide his header across 
goalkeeper Loris Karius and high into the net. Trademark Giroud. 
The celebrations involved the striker sprinting across to the bench and hugging 
injured teammate David Luiz and, out of the blue, Chelsea had something to cling 
on to which, given their tactics, made Liverpool's task even more difficult. 
Before the goal, Liverpool had chances and maybe should have scored: Roberto 
Firmino forced a save from Thibaut Courtois with an angled half-volley, Mane had 
produced another with a powerful 25-yard drive before the keeper pushed out 
Mane's right-footed shot. But they just could not get Salah involved or give him 
even the merest glimpse of goal. Instead, it was Eden Hazard who gradually 
became the game's dominant attacker. At one stage his shirt was ripped across 
his chest, before he donned a fresh one, but Hazard shrugged that off as he 
danced and wriggled his way through challenge after challenge. 
There was one extraordinary movement when he tricked a route past 
three Liverpool defenders through the tightest space and Karius turned his cross-
shot away. Liverpool desperately wanted the draw, to end this race, and 
redoubled their efforts. Klopp reshaped his team and introduced a fourth forward 
in Dominic Solanke. Like Salah, the 20-year-old is a former Chelsea player and 
maybe he would provide the twist, and not his feted team-mate, as he attempted 
to score his first Liverpool goal? Solanke came close. Twice. 
He had two headers, with the second sailing over in injury-time to 
consign Liverpool to defeat and give Chelsea hope of at least taking the top-four 
race into the final weekend - providing they beat Huddersfield Town in midweek - 
when they are away to Newcastle United. Spurs host Newcastle on Wednesday, 
before welcoming Leicester City. 
Liverpool have bigger targets and, as Klopp noted, at least have some time to rest 
and recuperate before the first of their two "cup finals" (Brighton then Real 
Madrid). The frustration is that, had they not lost here, it would have just been 
one final. The frustration for Chelsea is they have not produced enough smart 
performances like this throughout the season. 
Top-four finish outcomes Chelsea's victory yesterday means three clubs will battle 
it out for two Champions League qualification spots this week. Liverpool will 
almost certainly finish in the top four if they win their final game against Brighton 
on Sunday. Tottenham need four points from their remaining two matches. If 
either club fails to reach their target, Chelsea will finish above them by winning 
their final two games. 
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Olivier Giroud the match-winner as Chelsea blunt Liverpool to keep 
Champions League hopes alive 
Chelsea kept the race for the Champions League places open with a narrow but 
deserved victory, Olivier Giroud nodding the only goal of the game after 32 
minutes. 
Liverpool had a chance to clinch a top-four finish but looked nothing like the 
dynamic attacking outfit of recent weeks, Jurgen Klopp tasting defeat by Chelsea 
for the first time in six league meetings. Mohamed Salah, expected to impress 
against the club for whom he made 19 appearances between January 2014 and 
July 2016, was instead booked for a dive after a challenge from Gary Cahill and 
might have seen a second one for the same offence. 
The Reds’superior goal difference means that they remain favourites to finish 
above Chelsea, but they cannot afford any slip-ups in their final game at home to 
Brighton next Sunday. But Chelsea also have Tottenham Hotspur in their sights 
after their North London neighbours’ unexpected defeat away to West Bromwich 
Albion yesterday. 
True, with Tottenham facing Newcastle United and Leicester City at Wembley 
while Chelsea host Huddersfield and visit Newcastle, Antonio Conte’s men are still 
more likely to compete in the Europa League next season. But stranger things 
have happened. 
There were surprises in both starting elevens. Alvaro Morata was missing from 
the Chelsea matchday squad with a mystery injury, and Tiemoue Bakayoko 
appeared in a central midfield trio, with Willian on the bench. 
Jurgen Klopp appeared to have two right backs in his Liverpool starting line-up, 
although Trent Alexander-Arnold played in midfield with Nathaniel Clyne in a 
more orthodox full back position. 
Any ideas that Liverpool might be relaxing ahead of the Champions League final 
were dispelled when Roberto Firmino outpaced Antonio Rudiger in the first 
minute but shot straight at Thibault Courtois. James Milner then brutally fouled 
Eden Hazard, somehow escaping a yellow card from Anthony Taylor. And Clyne 
was soon in on the act, stamping on Olivier Giroud’s ankle.        
But Chelsea could also have done better at the other end when Bakayoko and 
Giroud got in each others’ way as they tried to profit from Victor Moses’ low cross 
from the right.  And Marcos Alonso hit a fierce shot straight at Loris Karius after 
Bakayoko had dispossessed Alexander-Arnold. 
But Chelsea had a reminder of Liverpool’s ability to strike quickly after 23 minutes 
when Milner found Sadio Mane 25 yards out and the Senegal striker unleashed a 
bullet of a shot that demanded a diving save low to his right from Courtois. Seven 
minutes later, put in by Andrew Robertson, he tried to curl the ball in from a 
similar distance, Courtois again equal to it. 
But just as you thought a Liverpool opener was simply a matter of time, Chelsea 
went ahead. Moses created it, crossing unexpectedly with his left foot for Giroud 
to glance past Karius before rushing to the Chelsea bench to hug injured defender 
David Luiz. Liverpool’s old defensive frailty had been in evidence, neither Virgil 
van Dijk not Dejan Lovren marking the Chelsea striker, who outjumped Georginio 
Wijnaldum to get the header 
Cesc Fabregas might have doubled the lead but shot across goal after a clever 
near-post run, and Moses did likewise early in the second half. Then Eden Hazard, 
quiet in the first half, dribbled down the left and drew a save from Karius from an 
almost impossible angle.   
Klopp ended the Alexander-Arnold midfield experiment just short of the hour and 
sent on Jordan Henderson for Clyne, then took Robertson, his other full back off, 
in favour of former Chelsea youngster Dominic Solanke. But instead of a Liverpool 
equaliser, there was almost a late goal-of-the-season contender from Chelsea, 
Marcos Alonso volleying Moses’ deep cross back across Karius and just wide of 
the far post. Liverpool went for it late on but Solanke’s header from a cross by 
Mane went a yard too high and Van Dijk could only nod an even later effort gently 
into the hands of Courtois. 
 

 

 
SPURS, WE'RE COMING FOUR YOU 
NO No NOW the swagger is back. Now they have the bit between their teeth, with 
the scent of blood in their nostrlls, as Spurs wobble and Liverpool run out of 
steam. 
Now we have a real, three-way fight for fourth place. 
Antonio Conte and his Chelsea players may have failed dismally their bid to mount 
a title defence this season. But boy are they finishing with a flourish. 
The Reds, weary from giving their all in Rome to reach the Champions League 
final, simply could not summon a response once Olivier Giroud headed the 32nd-
minute winner. 
Conte's men may also have provided a blueprint for Cristiano Ronaldo and Real 
Madrid to cash on later this month in Kiev. 
What they've done for themselves is take the fight for a topof t top-four place to 
the final week the season, something few thought possible on April 7 when the 
gap was a yawning 10 points. 
Now the Blues are just three points behind the third-placed Reds, who host 
Brighton next Sunday. Jurgen Klopp described that game as "a final". 
Chelsea are only two points behind fourth-placed Spurs. If only they had put this 
four-game winning run together sooner. 
If only they had not lost their way against the likes of Leicester, Watford and West 
Ham over the past six months. 
Conte's team are still reliant on results going their way this week and next 
Sunday. But you'd back them to beat Huddersfield now on Wednesday to tee-up a 
grand finale. 
If Conte (left) can pull it off and finish up in the Champions League after all the 
politics, the stand-offs, the injuries and the problems of the last 10 months, then 
surely Chelsea should think twice about allowing him to go. 
Legendary boxing caller Michael Buffer was at Stamford Bridge to announce the 
teams beforehand. Chelsea were indeed ready to rumble. 
They repelled an intense opening half-hour as Liverpool looked to bring the fire to 
west London. 
Roberto Firmino, Sadio Mane and the hosts' Tiemoue Bakayoko all had chances 
before Giroud rose highest to convert Victor Moses' cross. 
How he loves scoring against the Reds. This is now five in his last six Premier 
League starts against them. The former Arsenal striker will love the fact that it is 
Spurs as well as Liverpool in his new club's sights. 
Liverpool rallied to come back, but Chelsea were ready. Eden Hazard was a man 
determined not to be upstaged on his own patch by Golden Boot frontrunner Mo 
Salah. 
Moses made the right his own to such an extent that Klopp eventually withdrew 
Andy Robertson. 
Bakayoko gave a performance to suggest that the £40million lavished on him last 
summer might not have been wasted after all. 
Antonio Rudiger used all his knowledge of playing alongside Salah to ensure the 
Egyptian was not given an inch. 
Tellingly, Liverpool had won only three of their 11 Premier League games directly 
after a Champions League fixture before this one. They had also managed victory 
in just one of their four preceding away games in the top flight. We should have 
seen this coming. 
Now they have to watch out for Chelsea, coming up on the rails in the final 
furlong. 
REF: Anthony Taylor ATT: 41,314 match stats 32% POSSESSION 68% 4 SHOTS ON 
TARGET 5 6 SHOTS OFF TARGET 5 3 CORNERS 1 2 OFFSIDE 0 12 FOULS 9 3 0 
CARDS 2 0 
CHELSEA COURTOIS Booked 8 Fine early saves from both Firmino and Mane 
AZPILICUETA 8 Another display in which he led by example CAHILL 7 Life in the old 
dog yet. Dogged and determined throughout RUDIGER 8 Up against former Roma 
teammate Mo Salah. Came out on top MOSES Booked 8 Involved in the goal and 
worked well from the right throughout FABREGAS 7 Blew a great chance to make 
it 2-0 in the first half KANTE 8 You'd love to see his heat map. Covered every blade 
of grass BAKAYOKO 8 Looked better here than he has all season. Next season 
bodes well ALONSO Booked 7 Scythed down by Clyne for his troubles. Did well 
though HAZARD 9 Clearly determined not to be outshone by Salah on his own turf 
GIROUD 8 Another fine goal. Proving to be an inspired January signing SUBS: 
Willian (Hazard 85) 6 Zappacosta (Moses 88) 5 Fabregas for (Giroud 90) 5 MOTM 
EDEN HAZARD LIVERPOOL 5e KARIUS 5 Exposed for the goal. Hard to blame him 
CLYNE Booked 5 Did OK but he is still looking a bit ring rusty LOVREN 5 Outjumped 
by Giroud for the Chelsea goal VAN DIJK 5 Another player Giroud towered over 
for the goal ROBERTSON 5 Pushed high up but Chelsea made most of space 
vacated ALEXANDER-ARNOLD 6 Great ball early on to fashion Firmino chance 
WIJNALDUM 5 Some nice touches but at times too ponderous MILNER 5 Lucky 
not to be booked for his scything challenge on Hazard SALAH Booked 6 A long 
hard season would appear to be catching up with him FIRMINO 6 Another to test 
Courtois early on with a fierce effort MANE 6 Forced some fine saves early on 
from Courtois SUBS: Henderson (Clyne 58) 5 Moreno for (Milner 88) 5 Solanke for 
(Robertson 74) 

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/Champions-League
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/LiverpoolFC
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Season of thrilling progress rests on next two games as fatigued Reds 
fail to fire 
Forget one final, Liverpool have got themselves two. This season of thrilling 
progress will ultimately be defined by the twin prizes they are chasing over the 
closing 180 minutes of the campaign. The Reds' pursuit of a top-four finish will go 
down to the wire after they were beaten by Chelsea at Stamford Bridge. 
Rather than thoughts turning to the Champions League final against Real Madrid, 
nobody can afford to look any further than next Sunday's visit of Brighton to 
Anfield. What ideally would have been a dead rubber and the chance to rest key 
personnel will instead be a high-stakes last-day showdown. This will be an 
emotion-fuelled Kiev send-off that truly matters. Liverpool remain third in the 
Premier League table, a point clear of Tottenham and three ahead of Chelsea, 
who both have a game in hand. However, if Spurs beat Newcastle and Antonio 
Conte's men overcome Huddersfield on Wednesday night then the Reds will need 
to triumph against the Seagulls in order to guarantee themselves a Champions 
League spot. Ideal? No. But since when did Liverpool ever take the easy route to 
achieving anything? Prepare to be put through the wringer once again. 
Last May it was Middlesbrough who were eventually swept aside on a nervy final 
afternoon at Anfield to book Liverpool's return to Europe's elite. And now a 
similar scenario awaits Jurgen Klopp against Chris Hughton's mid-table Brighton. 
Crucially, the Reds' fate remains in their own hands. The busiest staff at Melwood 
this week will be those in the medical and sport science departments as they look 
to inject some energy back into weary limbs. 
Liverpool were running on empty as they wilted in the heat at Stamford Bridge. 
Both mental and physical fatigue undoubtedly played a part after their heroics in 
the Stadio Olimpico in midweek. Chelsea had the luxury of a full week to prepare 
and it showed as they clung on after Olivier Giroud's first-half header broke the 
deadlock. You couldn't question Liverpool's attitude or hunger. This wasn't a case 
of players getting carried away or losing focus after the wild celebrations in Rome. 
The Reds weren't outplayed and they certainly weren't out-fought. They 
dominated possession but lacked their usual spark and guile as they created 
precious little. Just one third of Klopp's potent three-pronged attack was 
functioning. Sadio Mane impressed once again but Mohamed Salah and Roberto 
Firmino were a mile away from their blistering best. 
Salah wasn't able to show his old club what they're missing as he failed to add to 
his 43 goals this term. His 50th appearance for the Reds was only marked with a 
first booking of the campaign for diving. 
The Golden Boot looks safe but the Footballer of the Year will need to find the net 
against Brighton in order to break the Premier League scoring record. 
Liverpool's remarkable success in Europe has damaged their league form over the 
past month. They have taken just six points out of the last 15 on offer. 
This was a squad shorn of Adam Lallana, Emre Can, Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain, Joel 
Matip and Joe Gomez and a lack of depth has hurt them. When Klopp turned to 
the bench for game-changers in the second half, his options were desperately 
limited. Principal owner John W Henry was present at Stamford Bridge and the 
need to spend big this summer is glaring. With the Philippe Coutinho money and 
the £70million generated from the run to Kiev, cash shouldn't be an issue. 
If Liverpool are serious about challenging both domestically and in Europe next 
season they have to boast more in reserve. 
This is a gifted group who have exceeded all expectations and triumphed in the 
face of adversity repeatedly this season but they need help in order to kick on. 
Klopp had scoffed at the idea he would make wholesale changes following the 
midweek Champions League semi-final in Rome and he wasn't bluffing. 
Captain Jordan Henderson was the only one given a breather as Nathaniel Clyne 
was recalled at right-back and Trent Alexander-Arnold pushed up into midfield. 
The afternoon had started with the cringe factor off the scale as American boxing 
announcer took the mic and declared: 'Let's get ready for football.' The Gods gave 
their verdict as the sprinklers drenched him. Liverpool bossed proceedings early 
on as the Londoners backed off and let Klopp's men settle. Firmino forced an early 
save from Thibaut Courtois after a searching pass from Alexander-Arnold. 
With James Milner a combative presence alongside the teenager, the Reds 
continued to look the more likely to find the breakthrough. 
Mane carried on where he left off in Rome as the flying winger led the charge on 
the counter. When Chelsea did threaten it came as a result of Liverpool making 
life difficult for themselves. Alexander-Arnold lost out to Tiemoue Bakayoko close 
to halfway and the Reds were exposed. Eden Hazard teed up Marcos Alonso, who 
fired straight at Loris Karius. Chelsea were indebted to N'Golo Kante's speed and 
awareness as he shut down space and frustrated Liverpool's front three. 
Midway through the first half Dejan Lovren, Firmino, Salah and Alexander-Arnold 
combined before Mane blazed over under pressure. 
“Where’s your famous plastic flags?’ crowed the away end. Liverpool remained on 
top with Mane's fierce 25-yarder forced behind by Courtois, who then clawed 
away the ensuing corner with Virgil van Dijk ready to pounce behind him. 
Mane was thwarted again before Chelsea took the lead against the run of play 
just past the half hour mark. Victor Moses' deflected cross dropped perfectly for 
Giroud, who got above Lovren to glance a header into the far corner. The mood  
 

was transformed with Cesc Fabregas going close to making it 2-0 soon after. 
The second half brought more of the same as Liverpool huffed and puffed but 
rarely threatened. Hazard's twinkle toes caused Liverpool's tiring backline 
problems. Somehow he darted past three challenges before Karius saved 
unconvincingly and Andy Robertson blocked the follow up from Moses. 
Antonio Rudiger thought he had grabbed a second when he converted Gary 
Cahill's header but he was rightly adjudged offside. 
Clyne was way off the pace and failed to stake a claim for Kiev. The right-back 
made way for Henderson as an irritated Klopp urged his players to move the ball 
quicker. Salah pleaded for a penalty after being bundled over by Cahill but 
Anthony Taylor wasn't interested. Chelsea dropped deeper and deeper as Conte 
shut up shop. Substitute Dominic Solanke could have secured Liverpool's top-four 
status but he headed over late on. Now two finals await. 
MATCH FACTS 
Chelsea: Courtois, Azpilicueta, Cahill, Rudiger, Moses (Zappacosta 89), Kante, 
Bakayoko, Fabregas (Pedro 90), Alonso, Hazard (Willian 85), Giroud. 
Not used: Caballero, Christensen, Emerson, Barkley. 
Liverpool: Karius, Clyne (Henderson 59), Lovren, Van Dijk, Robertson (Solanke 74), 
Wijnaldum, Alexander-Arnold, Milner (Moreno 89), Salah, Mane, Firmino. 
Not used: Mignolet, Klavan, Ings, Woodburn. 
Referee: Anthony Taylor Attendance: 41,314 Goals: Giroud 32 
Bookings: Salah, Clyne, Alonso, Moses Man of the match: Sadio Mane. The only 
one who looked likely to make something happen. 
 
 

STANDARD 
Olivier Giroud opens up Champions League race with vital Stamford 
Bridge win 
Chelsea are firmly in the fight for a Champions League spot for next season 
after Olivier Giroud secured a 1-0 win against Liverpool at Stamford Bridge on 
Sunday. 
The striker netted his fifth goal in all competitions in the 32nd minute to deny 
Liverpool the chance to virtually assure themselves of a place in the top four. 
However, should the Reds beat Brighton on the final day of the season then, 
despite Chelsea's results in their final two games of the season, Liverpool will be 
playing Champions League football over the Blues next term.  
Conte had predicted that Liverpool could be tired after travelling to Rome in 
midweek, where the Reds dumped Roma out of the Champions League with a 7-6 
aggregate score-line in their semi-final tie. 
And, indeed, it seemed as though some of the Liverpool players were struggling 
with fatigue, although the visitors still created the better of the early chances in 
west London.  
Thibaut Courtois was needed to keep out three efforts from Sadio Mane in the 
first half while Mohamed Salah - returning to Chelsea for the first time since 
leaving in 2016 - was booked for diving in the area as he appealed for a penalty 
kick. 
With Chelsea having had more than a week to recover since beating Swansea 1-0 
away, the hosts looked fresher and threatened at goal when Tiemoue Bakayoko 
and Cesc Fabregas both sent efforts wide. 
The pressure from the Blues eventually paid off in the 31st minute when Victor 
Moses' fine cross from the right was headed into the back of the net by Giroud, 
who started up front in the absence of the injured Alvaro Morata. 
Chelsea thought they had doubled their lead in the second period, but Antonio 
Rudiger was rightly adjudged to have been offside in the 56th minute. 
With Liverpool losing, Klopp went all-out attack as he sent on Dominic Solanke for 
Andy Robertson and Jordan Henderson for NathanieClyne, meaning the visitors 
reverted back to a more comfortable formation. 
But Chelsea continued to create, with the returning Marcos Alonso volleying wide 
late on, but there were to be no more goals as the Blues kept alive their hopes of 
finishing in the top four while Liverpool must beat already-safe Brighton next 
Sunday to play in Europe's elite competition next term 

 

https://www.standard.co.uk/sport/football/chelsea
https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/champions-league
https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/olivier-giroud
https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/stamford-bridge
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Manager Antonio Conte said Chelsea were "putting pressure" on their rivals as 
they boosted their hopes of qualifying for next season's Champions League with 
victory over Liverpool. 
Olivier Giroud expertly headed in Victor Moses' cross in the first half after the 
visitors had dominated possession and failed to capitalise. 
Chelsea remain in fifth but move within three points of third-placed Liverpool. 
"We are winning and our opponents are dropping points," said Conte. 
With two games remaining to Liverpool's one, Chelsea can move level on points 
with the Champions League finalists when they face Huddersfield on Wednesday. 
But, given their superior goal difference, the Reds would almost certainly ensure a 
top-four finish with victory at home to Brighton on the final day. 
"We had the will to win, to keep the hope alive that we can get a place in the 
Champions League," Conte added. 
"Probably one month ago it was impossible to imagine we would arrive at the end 
of the season fighting for the Champions League. 
"I don't know if this will be enough but we have to try. It's important to face this 
situation with a lot of pride and show we are still alive." 
Liverpool had more than 66% possession in the first half and created plenty of 
chances - the best falling to Sadio Mane, who was denied twice by Thibaut 
Courtois - but it was Chelsea who came closest. 
Tiemoue Bakayoko's header bounced inches wide just moments before Giroud 
leapt high to nod home Moses' cross. 
And Cesc Fabregas' smart run in behind the defence created an opening which he 
could not convert from a tight angle. 
Chelsea had the best chances of the second half too. Hazard almost danced his 
way through before Antonio Rudiger's header was ruled out for offside and 
Marcos Alonso's volley flew inches wide. 
Nervous conclusion to Liverpool's top-four bid 
Liverpool looked set to secure a place in the top four last month when they 
comfortably beat Bournemouth 3-0 just days after knocking Manchester City out 
of the Champions League with a 5-1 aggregate win. 
They were 12 points ahead of Chelsea and seemingly out of sight. 
But back-to-back draws with West Brom and Stoke, as well as victories for Chelsea 
against Southampton, Burnley and Swansea, have made things difficult for 
Liverpool. 
It would take a remarkable effort for Chelsea to overturn the 15-goal deficit but it 
could still be a nervous afternoon at Anfield on the final day of the season should 
Chelsea win their remaining games against Huddersfield and Newcastle. 
Liverpool have had the distraction of their remarkable run to the Champions 
League final but should they fail to secure a place in next year's competition, it 
would be a huge disappointment. 
Chelsea's surge keeps hopes alive 
This game was important for both teams but for Chelsea a win was essential to 
keep their top-four hopes alive. 
It was Liverpool, however, who showed the greater urgency in the early stages - 
dominating possession and creating a number of half-chances through Roberto 
Firmino and Mane. 
The hosts held firm and took their chance when it arrived to give them a crucial 
lead at the break. The goal spurred them on, too, and the Blues were the better 
side in the second half - with five shots to Liverpool's two. 
It was the type of gritty performance which has helped Chelsea close in on the top 
four - after their comeback win against Southampton and plucky displays at 
Burnley and Swansea. 
And they deserve great credit for the way they have bounced back from a 
disappointing start to the year - when they had picked up just 12 points from a 
possible 33 before Giroud's late double helped them beat Southampton 3-2. 
Two wins from their final two games could see them over the line if Liverpool or 
Tottenham drop points but, for now, it is out of their hands. 
Chelsea manager Antonio Conte: "Today was a must-win game against a really 
good team, but it was a good game and a great show of will to keep our hope of 
finishing in the top four alive. I'm very happy for the players and the fans. They 
deserve this type of game and this win. 
"Our target is to finish the season in the best possible way and to give the best 
satisfaction to all the fans. I think in spite of the difficult season we are still alive 
and are fighting until the end. 
"In this league it's very tough, in the past, in the present and in the future, and it 
could be even more difficult in the future. You start the season with the six top 
teams and anything can happen. 
On Olivier Giroud: "He brought a personality, he's an international player with a 
lot of experience and we needed this kind of player. Today he played a very good 
game and worked very hard without the ball, but I am pleased for the whole 
performance of the whole team." 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: "I hate the result but the performance was good 
enough to get a good point. It's clear against Chelsea you have to avoid crosses, 
but the cross came in and it's difficult against Giroud, and that's the goal. 
"Chelsea were strong but we did well and had a few good moments. But we 
weren't clinical enough. The performance was OK but the result was exactly the 
opposite of what we wanted." 

 

"They had quality and a defensive plan. They played with eight men around the 
ball, and two very good attacking players. The longer the game goes on, it gets 
more difficult. We didn't have space to cross." 
Bogey team - the best of the stats 
Liverpool have only lost more Premier League games against Manchester United 
(28) than against Chelsea (20). 
This is the first time that Liverpool have failed to score in consecutive Premier 
League games under Jurgen Klopp. 
Antonio Conte is the fifth manager to have faced more than 20 Premier League 
teams and beaten them all, after Alex Ferguson, Arsene Wenger, Jose Mourinho 
and Gordon Strachan. 
After going unbeaten in each of Jurgen Klopp's first eight Premier League away 
games against the rest of the 'big six' (W4 D4), Liverpool have lost four of the last 
five (D1). 
Since his Premier League debut in August 2012, Olivier Giroud has scored more 
headed goals than any other player in the competition (29). 
Giroud scored in a league game in which he started for the first time since May 
2017 for Arsenal - each of his previous six goals in the competition had come from 
the bench. 
Since the turn of the Millennium, this was the 56th meeting between Chelsea and 
Liverpool in all competitions, making it the most played fixture between English 
sides in all competitions in the 21st century. 
Chelsea have won four consecutive Premier League games for the first time since 
November 2017. 
What's next? 
Chelsea host Huddersfield on Wednesday, 9 May (19:45 BST) before travelling to 
Newcastle on Sunday, 13 May (15:00 BST). 
Liverpool's final league game of the season is at home to Brighton on Sunday, 13 
May (15:00 BST). 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/43678369
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/43632218
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/43678364
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Match ends, Chelsea 1, Liverpool 0. 
90'+6' Second Half ends, Chelsea 1, Liverpool 0. 
90'+5' Attempt saved. Virgil van Dijk (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is 
saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Sadio Mané with a cross. 
90'+4' Thibaut Courtois (Chelsea is shown the yellow card. 
90'+4' Attempt missed. Dominic Solanke (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is 
close, but misses the top left corner. Assisted by Sadio Mané with a cross. 
90'+3' Substitution, Chelsea. Pedro replaces Cesc Fàbregas. 
89' Substitution, Chelsea. Davide Zappacosta replaces Victor Moses. 
89' Substitution, Liverpool. Alberto Moreno replaces James Milner. 
88' Attempt missed. Dominic Solanke (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is 
high and wide to the right. Assisted by Dejan Lovren with a cross. 
88' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
88' Foul by Tiemoué Bakayoko (Chelsea. 
86' Substitution, Chelsea. Willian replaces Eden Hazard. 
85' Foul by Dominic Solanke (Liverpool. 
85' Antonio Rüdiger (Chelsea wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
81' Victor Moses (Chelsea is shown the yellow card. 
81' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
81' Foul by Victor Moses (Chelsea. 
79' Attempt missed. Marcos Alonso (Chelsea left footed shot from the left side of the 
box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Victor Moses with a cross. 
79' Marcos Alonso (Chelsea is shown the yellow card. 
76' Attempt blocked. Eden Hazard (Chelsea right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Olivier Giroud. 
75' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
75' Tiemoué Bakayoko (Chelsea wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
74' Substitution, Liverpool. Dominic Solanke replaces Andrew Robertson. 
70' Offside, Chelsea. Cesc Fàbregas tries a through ball, but Eden Hazard is caught 
offside. 
70' Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
70' Foul by Antonio Rüdiger (Chelsea. 
69' Corner, Chelsea. Conceded by Andrew Robertson. 
68' Virgil van Dijk (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
68' Foul by Cesc Fàbregas (Chelsea. 
61' Attempt saved. Tiemoué Bakayoko (Chelsea right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Eden Hazard. 
61' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
61' Marcos Alonso (Chelsea wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
60' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
60' Foul by Tiemoué Bakayoko (Chelsea. 
59' Substitution, Liverpool. Jordan Henderson replaces Nathaniel Clyne. 
57' Offside, Chelsea. Gary Cahill tries a through ball, but Antonio Rüdiger is caught 
offside. 
57' Attempt missed. Gary Cahill (Chelsea header from the centre of the box is close, but 
misses to the left. Assisted by Cesc Fàbregas with a cross following a corner. 
56' Corner, Chelsea. Conceded by Andrew Robertson. 
56' Attempt saved. Eden Hazard (Chelsea left footed shot from a difficult angle on the 
left is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Tiemoué Bakayoko. 
54' Corner, Chelsea. Conceded by Andrew Robertson. 
53' Foul by Andrew Robertson (Liverpool. 
53' Eden Hazard (Chelsea wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
53' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
53' Foul by N'Golo Kanté (Chelsea. 
52' Andrew Robertson (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
52' Foul by Victor Moses (Chelsea. 
50' Attempt missed. N'Golo Kanté (Chelsea right footed shot from outside the box is 
high and wide to the right. Assisted by Cesc Fàbregas. 
49' Attempt missed. Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool right footed shot from outside 
the box is too high. Assisted by Mohamed Salah. 
47' Attempt missed. Victor Moses (Chelsea right footed shot from the right side of the 
box misses to the left. Assisted by Cesc Fàbregas. 
46' Attempt missed. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
 Second Half begins Chelsea 1, Liverpool 0. 
45'+3' First Half ends, Chelsea 1, Liverpool 0. 
40' Loris Karius (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
40' Dangerous play by Antonio Rüdiger (Chelsea. 
40' Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
39' Foul by Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool. 
39' Marcos Alonso (Chelsea wins a free kick on the left wing. 
39' Mohamed Salah (Liverpool is shown the yellow card. 
39' Mohamed Salah (Liverpool has gone down, but that's a dive. 
36' Attempt missed. Cesc Fàbregas (Chelsea right footed shot from a difficult angle on 
the right misses to the left. Assisted by Eden Hazard. 
32' Goal! Chelsea 1, Liverpool 0. Olivier Giroud (Chelsea header from the centre of the 
box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Victor Moses with a cross. 
31' Attempt missed. Tiemoué Bakayoko (Chelsea header from the centre of the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Victor Moses with a cross. 
31' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box is 
saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
30' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Andrew Robertson. 
30' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
30' Foul by Antonio Rüdiger (Chelsea. 

 
 
24' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Thibaut Courtois. 
24' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is saved 
in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
22' Mohamed Salah (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
22' Foul by Antonio Rüdiger (Chelsea. 
22' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
22' Foul by César Azpilicueta (Chelsea. 
21' Attempt missed. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is too high. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne with a cross. 
16' Attempt saved. Marcos Alonso (Chelsea left footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Eden Hazard. 
16' Hand ball by N'Golo Kanté (Chelsea. 
14' Attempt blocked. Olivier Giroud (Chelsea left footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Victor Moses. 
14' Foul by Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool. 
14' Olivier Giroud (Chelsea wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
11' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
10' Delay in match Eden Hazard (Chelsea because of an injury. 
10' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
10' Eden Hazard (Chelsea wins a free kick on the left wing. 
8' Foul by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
8' Olivier Giroud (Chelsea wins a free kick on the right wing. 
3' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 
 


